specialized to carry out different tasks [1] . One of the fundamental goals in cell biology is to identify the subcellular location site of proteins and their functions [1] . Information about subcellular location can provide useful characteristics of its functions. Of all proteins, bacteria proteins are the most important proteins to determine their functions because of its biological aspects which are both harmful and useful [2] . Bacteria can be divided in two groups, gram-positive and gram-negative [3] . Gram-positive bacteria are those that are stained dark blue or violet by gram staining while gram-negative bacteria cannot retain the stain, instead taking up the counter-stain and appearing red or pink [2] . As pointed in a recent review [4] , in the last decade or so, a number of web-servers were developed for predicting the subcellular localization of proteins with both single site and multiple sites based on their sequences information alone. They can be roughly classified into two series [4] . One is the "PLoc" series and the other is "iLoc" series. The "PLoc" series contains the six web-servers [3] , [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] to deal with eukaryotic, human, plant, Gram positive, Gram negative, and virus proteins, while the "iLoc" series contains the seven web-servers [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] to deal with eukaryotic, human, plant, animal, Gram positive, Gram negative, and virus proteins, respectively.
The newly synthesized proteins play a critical role, if only they are placed in their correct subcellular compartments [17] . The subcellular location of a protein can be determined by varies biological experiments, but it is costly and time consuming. Recently computational methods have become increasingly important and recognized. Researches prefer to use predication system to identify the subcellular localization of proteins [18] [19] [20] [21] . Fast computational approaches address the problems of costly and time consuming experimental methods. A wide range of pattern recognition approaches has been used to solve subcellular localization problem. These approaches either involves classifier development or feature extraction development. Several classifiers have been developed and analyzed which includes: artificial neural network (ANN), K-nearest neighbor (KNN) [22] , Bayesian classifiers, linear discriminant analysis (LDA), hidden Markov model (HMM), naïve Bayes [23] , SVM [24] , [25] , and ensemble of classifiers. Amongst these classifiers SVM and ensemble of classifiers give the most promising results [25] . Studies have shown that most significant enhancement in predication system is achieved by developing feature extraction method rather than improving the classifiers.
For the development of feature extraction techniques, Dubchak et al. [26] proposed features based on syntactical and physicochemical properties of protein. They used amino acid composition (ACC) as a syntactical feature and considered five attributes of amino acid from physicochemical properties, which are hydrophobicity (H), predicted secondary structure based on normalized frequency of alpa helix (X), polarity (N), polarizability (Z), and van der Waals volume (V) and used three descriptors (composition, transition and distribution) to represent these attributes. Thus, it had 20 syntactical based features and 105 physicochemical based features (21 for each attribute). These features developed by Dubchak et al. [26] were widely used in other recent studies [24] .
Other attributes have also been in practice apart from Dubchak et al. [26] which includes flexibility [27] where only small number of residues in the binding pocket undergo change; accessibility [28] which includes solvent accessibility that helps in discrimination of the protein folding; first and second order entropy [29] where approximate entropy and hydrophobicity attributes of protein were used to characterize the pseudo amino acid (PseAAC) components since it composes additional information from the protein sequence; structural information of amino acid [30] in which secondary structure state and solvent accessibility state frequencies of amino acid and amino acid pairs are used as feature vectors; size of side chain where more features are extracted based on the size of amino acid side chains. PseAAC [31] takes sequence order into effect since prediction quality was low with just AAC features.
The introduction of auto-correlation features and auto-covariance features [32] , [34] computed from amino acid sequence and PSSM formed a strong feature extraction method. Ghanty and Pal [25] proposed bigram features which counts the bigram frequency of occurrence from the amino acid sequence which combines 400 features with combination of 20 amino acids. Later Sharma et al. [35] took approach of Ghanty and Pal [25] to use bigram feature representation with the PSSM matrix directly to further improve the accuracy since bigram feature constructed from primary protein sequence has many features with zero values which resulted in poor performance. To avoid zero values in feature vectors, Sharma et al. [35] computed bigram features directly from PSSM matrix. Sometimes the dimensionality of these features are high, however, dimensionality problem can be resolved by dimensional reduction methods [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . These features are widely used in solving protein fold recognition problem [1] , [5] , [31] , [35] , [46] [47] [48] [49] .
In the case of developing features for protein subcellular localization, most of the feature extracting techniques started from using simple AAC feature which resulted in loss of sequence order information. To retain sequence order information, Chou [31] presented PseAAC and since then it has been proven to be one of the popular methods for feature extraction. The AAC has 20 features since it is derived from the 20 common amino acids present in the protein sequence; it is simply represented as its normalize occurrence frequency. To avoid losing sequence order information, PseAAC uses features where the first 20 elements of the features are the AAC components with additional elements which are used to incorporate the sequence order information. These elements are series of different rank of correlation factors and combination of factors. The concept of PseAAC has been widely used in predicting protein related problems. Several works have used the PseAAC feature with combination of the other features to predict protein subcellular localization [33] , [50] .
Huang and Yuan analyzed series of classifiers for subcellular localization, but these were limited to single location site. For multi label prediction, Gpos-mplock and Gneg-mplock (predictor) are proposed [6] , [8] to predict protein localization in gram positive and gram negative bacteria; and Plant-mploc (predictor) is developed [49] which uses top down strategy to predict single or multiple protein localization in plant protein. Virus-mploc (predictor) [9] was developed with fusion of classifiers and features of functional domain and gene ontology to predict virus proteins. To increase the quality of prediction, three revised version of the prediction systems were developed: iloc-Gpos (predictor) [14] , iloc-plant (predictor) [12] , iloc-virus (predictor) [16] . Huang and Yuan used AAC, evolution information and PseACC with backward propagation (BP) and radial basis function (RBF) neural network to predict both single and multi-site subcellular proteins.
A number of machine learning methods have been developed with many different combination and types of features along with different classifiers. For example, PSORT (predictor) [51] uses sequence features based on sorting signal, SubLoc (predictor) [52] uses SVM with AAC to obtain higher accuracy. TargetP (predictor) [53] uses ANN and N-terminal sequence to predict subcellular locations. Pierleoni et al. [54] used N-terminal, AAC and alignment profile to predict the subcellular localization. Similarly, Tamura and Akutsu [55] used alignment of block sequence. Chang et al. [56] developed and used gapped-dipeptide and probabilistic latent semantic analysis method for prediction of gram negative bacteria protein. Lee et al. [57] predicted protein localization by integrating an extensive set of protein physical characteristics over a proteins extended proteinprotein interaction neighborhood, using a classification framework called divide and conquer k-nearest neighbor (DC-KNN) to improve accuracy.
As demonstrated by a series of recent publications [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] and according to the Chou's 5-step rule [63] , to establish a really useful sequence-based statistical predictor for a biological system, we should consider the following five guidelines: a) construct or select a valid benchmark dataset to train and test the predictor; b) formulate the biological sequence samples with an effective mathematical expression that can truly reflect their intrinsic correlation with the target to be predicted; c) introduce or develop a powerful algorithm (or engine) to operate the prediction; d) properly perform cross validation tests to objectively evaluate the anticipated accuracy of the predictor; e) establish a user-friendly web-server for the predictor that is accessible to the public. Below, we are to describe how to deal with these steps one by one. In this study, we attempted to predict the subcellular location of both gram-positive and gram-negative bacterial proteins using structural and evolutionary based features. We focus on to explore the information embedded in PSSM.
To do this, we propose a normalization method to construct a normalize PSSM using the information from original PSSM. To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we compute feature vectors from normalized PSSM and measure the recognition accuracy by applying SVM and naïve Bayes classifiers, respectively. To show the significance of the proposed method, we compare the achieved result with features computed from original PSSM. We observed that the proposed method retrieves more information useful to localize the subcellular sites. The achieved results shows highest accuracy of 88.9% for gram-positive dataset and 95.1% for gram-negative dataset using SVM classifier while using naïve Bayes classifier we get highest sensitivity of 81% for gram-positive dataset and 82.9% for gram-negative dataset. Our reported results in terms of overall locative accuracy is 84.8% and overall absolute accuracy is 85.16% for gram-positive dataset; and, for gram-negative dataset, overall locative accuracy is 85.4% and overall absolute accuracy is 86.3%.
II. BENCHMARK
We use two benchmark datasets previously employed in the literature [42] , [64] : gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria. The details of the datasets are given as follows:
A. Gram-Positive Bacteria Protein Dataset
For gram-positive subcellular localization, we use the benchmark that was proposed in the literature [64] . This benchmark consists of 519 different proteins belonging to four gram-positive subcellular localizations. From the 519 proteins, 515 belong to single location while other four belongs to multiple locations . Thus, there are total of 523 samples. The name of each location is shown in Table I . This benchmark is available at the web-link http://www.csbio.sjtu.edu.cn/bioinf/ Gpos-multi.
B. Gram-Negative Bacteria Protein Dataset
For gram-negative subcellular localization, we use the benchmark that was proposed in the literature [42] . This benchmark consists of 1392 different proteins belonging to eight gram-negative subcellular localizations. From the 1392 proteins, 1328 belong to single location while other 64 belongs to multiple locations . Thus, there are total of 1456 samples. The name of each location is shown in Table II . This benchmark is available at the web-link http://www.csbio.sjtu. edu.cn/bioinf/Gneg-multi/.
III. METHODOLOGY

A. Feature Extraction Method
In this study, we explore structural and evolutionary information embedded in the protein sequences and its PSSM. We use the PSSM produced in the literature [46] for our employed benchmarks. PSSM provides a substitution probability of a given amino acid based on its position along with the protein sequence. Here we describe feature extraction methods used in this paper. First, we extract features from consensus sequence (which incorporates evolutionary-based information) [46] . Second, we extract features from the normalized PSSM, which is newly constructed matrix using method of normalization in this study. This uses the information embedded in the original PSSM. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual framework for predicting the protein subcellular localization. Dubchak composition feature extracted from the consensus sequence and 3 other features namely normalized PSSM composition, normalized PSSM auto-covariance and normalized PSSM bigram extracted by using normalization method. The next subsection will outline the feature extraction method and the proposed method of obtaining the normalized PSSM.
The following feature extraction techniques are considered for subcellular localization: 1) Amino acid composition Dubchak feature [F1]. Dubchak features were previously used for protein fold recognition [26] . They include amino acid composition, predicted secondary structure, polarity, hydrophobicity, and normalized van der Waals volume. The size of this feature vector is 125. (1) Where N is the normalized PSSM matrix of size Lx20 (where L is the length of the primary protein sequence). Its element at ith row and jth column is denoted by , which is interpreted as the relative substitution probability of jth amino acid at ith location of the bacteria protein sequence. The size of this feature vector is 20.
3) Auto-covariance feature based on normalized PSSM [F3].
To add more local discriminatory information to the subcellular localization, the concept of auto-covariance approach is recently used. It provides more information regarding the interaction of the amino acids along the protein sequence. This feature is defined as follows: (2) where DF is the distance factor. The effective value of DF is used as 10 for the employed benchmark since this value was investigated in other literature [65] which gives promising results for other benchmark datasets. The dimensionality of this feature vector will be . 4) Bigram feature based on normalized PSSM [F4]. The bigram feature represents the probabilities of transition from one amino acid to the other as determined by normalized PSSM [35] . The frequency of occurrence of transition from k-th amino acid to i-th amino acid is computed as follows:
It gives a 20 20 matrix and is interpreted as a feature vector of size 400. To extract this feature, we sum the occurrence of transition from one amino acid to another and divide it with the length of the primary sequence. In previous literature [35] , bigram feature was computed but here we normalized with L. 5)
. We will construct our final feature vectors by concatenating three of four feature sets namely: AAC Dubchak feature, auto-covariance feature based on normalized PSSM and bigram feature based on normalized PSSM. All the features considered in this paper are none but different modes of general Chou's PseAAC [66] , [67] . According to Chou [63] , the general PseAAC is formulated as: where is an integer and its value as well as all its components will depend on how to extract the desired information from the amino acid sequence [46] , [64] , [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . Actually, once the desired features are selected by users, the corresponding components in (4) can be automatically generated by using the web-servers "PseAAC-General" [66] or "Pse-in-One" [67] that were established very recently.
B. Proposed PSSM Normalizing Method
In this section, we provide details of computing normalized PSSM. We explore embedded information in PSSM by first defining the PSSM and then by outlining the method for constructing the normalize PSSM. The construction of the PSSM is defined as follows:
According to the studies [64] , PSSM can be represented as:
This is an matrix, where L is the length of the primary protein sequence, represents the score of amino acid residue at the ith location of the protein sequence which is changed into amino acid j during the process of evolution. In order to make the descriptors normalize, we computed and formulated a new matrix N using the information from original PSSM matrix P.
We refer this matrix N as our new normalized PSSM in this study. The normalized matrix N is computed as follows:
where (7) and ; ; and . To investigate the effectiveness of our proposed method, in the first step we study the effective ways of determining and for the employed benchmark datasets. Then in the second step we use the effective values of and to investigate the performance of the proposed method.
C. Studying the Effective Ways of Determining and to Form a Normalized PSSM Matrix
In this part, we study the effective method of constructing a normalized PSSM. Three methods of obtaining and were investigated:
The protein samples in the dataset are represented as follows: (8) Using maximum and minimum scores of original PSSM, we find the normalizing coefficients using three methods:
Method 1:
Method 2:
In each method, different normalization coefficients are calculated to normalize the original PSSM. These values of and are used in (6) and (7) to compute the normalized PSSM matrix . The next section outlines the evaluation method.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION
To show effectiveness of our proposed method, we perform computational experiment on gram-positive and gram-negative datasets. We use feature extraction techniques to compute the feature vectors and to evaluate the performance of the extracted features we employ SVM and naïve Bayes classifier, respectively. SVM is widely used in classification task, it finds maximum margin hyper plane to minimize the classification error. It transforms input data using kernel trick to find appropriate support vectors. Naïve Bayes classifier assumes the independence of features which helps in computing a posteriori probability required in the Bayes rule [23] . Both classifiers have been popularly used and attained good results in many tasks [35] , [48] . In this study, we adopt the independent dataset and k-fold cross validation method as it has been used by many other researchers in similar field.
To measure the statistical significance of the proposed method for the employed benchmarks, we repeat k-fold cross validation 50 times. Each time we randomly choose a subcellular protein class and randomly select a protein from that particular class. To provide information on the statistical prediction, we report sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for each subcellular location. The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy are given by the following equations: (12) (13) (14) where is true positives; i.e., the number of correctly identified subcellular location sites.
is false positives; i.e., the number of subcellular location sites being classified even though it is not annotated by that location site.
is true negatives; i.e., the number of subcellular location sites for which the classifier does not correctly assign a location site.
is false negatives; i.e., the number of subcellular location sites for which the classifier does not assign a location site even though it is annotated with that location site.
The sensitivity refers to the true positive rate of the classifier and it is used to evaluate a model to correctly identify the subcellular location sites; i.e., the fraction of subcellular location sites being correctly classified. The specificity refers to 1-false positive rate, where the false positive rate shows the fraction of subcellular location sites being incorrectly classified. The accuracy refers to the total correctly classified instances over the number of samples present in the dataset. Metrics (12)- (14) are valid only for the single-label systems (such as the protein system in which each protein has one, and only one, subcellular location site). For the multi-label systems whose existence has become more frequent in system biology [10] , [11] and system medicine [73] , a completely different set of metrics as defined in [74] is needed.
We compare the accuracies of 3 methods of obtaining normalized PSSM with the accuracies achieved by using original PSSM. Figs. 2 and 3 show the accuracies achieved for grampositive and gram-negative benchmarks for each of the methods (9), (10), and (11) mentioned above. For both benchmarks, using method 1, there is a vast decrease in accuracies for normalized PSSM composition feature and normalized PSSM auto-covariance feature while for normalized PSSM bigram feature and Fc feature the accuracies are quite close. Using method 2, for normalized PSSM composition feature and normalized PSSM auto-covariance feature the accuracies are little higher, but for normalized PSSM bigram feature and Fc feature the accuracies fall. Finally, using method 3, there is significant increase in accuracies for all the feature groups when compared with the accuracies achieved using the original PSSM matrix for feature extraction. The highest accuracy is achieved by concatenating 3 of the feature vectors namely: AAC Dubchak feature, normalized PSSM auto-covariance feature and normalized PSSM bigram feature. Thus, we use method 3 as the normalizing method to formulate our normalized PSSM. We investigate all the feature extraction techniques on the two benchmarks and report the achieved results in Table III to Table VIII. To show the impact of our proposed method, first we apply SVM and then we apply naïve Bayes classifier, respectively, on the extracted features and tabulate the achieved results for each benchmark. We show sensitivity, specificity and accuracy for each subcellular location site as well as for each extracted feature group. Table III to Table VIII shows the above mentioned parameters (12), (13) , and (14) for gram-positive and gram-negative benchmarks for the employed classifiers, respectively. Note that the average relates to the average sensitivity and specificity, and the average accuracy relates to the prediction accuracy which is the total number of correctly classified samples over the total number of samples in the dataset, known as the binary-class accuracy. Average sensitivity/specificity and average accuracy is computed as follows: (15) (16) where is the number of class in the dataset.
As shown in Table III to Table VIII for the achieved results, features extracted from normalized PSSM matrix prevails best performance when compared with the features that were extracted from the original PSSM matrix. For both benchmarks (gram-positive and gram-negative) as well as for both classifiers (SVM and naïve Bayes) employed, the features extracted from normalized PSSM matrix shows promising results.
For gram-positive benchmark, it can be observed from Tables III, Tables IV, and VII that features not perform satisfactorily when it is computed from the original PSSM matrix, however its performance improves as it is computed from normalized PSSM matrix. Using SVM as the classifier, Fc feature gives average sensitivity and accuracy as 63.6% and 89.8%, respectively. Thus, it is 5.3% and 1.5% greater when compared with Fc feature computed from the original PSSM matrix. Using naïve Bayes as the classifier, the normalized PSSM auto-covariance feature gives average sensitivity and accuracy as 81% and 77.2%, respectively. Thus, it is 5.9% and 1.4% greater when compared with PSSM auto-covariance feature computed from the original PSSM matrix.
For gram-negative benchmark it can be observed from Table V , Tables VI, and VIII that for all features computed from normalized PSSM give better localization accuracy when compared with features computed from the original PSSM matrix. Using SVM as the classifier, Fc features gives average sensitivity and accuracy as 54% and 95.1%, respectively. Thus, it is 8.3% and 0.7% greater when compared with Fc feature computed from the original PSSM matrix. Using naïve Bayes as the classifier, the normalized PSSM auto-covariance feature gives average sensitivity and accuracy as 82.9% and 80.3%, respectively. Thus, it is 6.2% and 6.9% greater when compared with PSSM auto-covariance feature computed from the original PSSM matrix.
To compare the proposed method with similar studies and state of art predictors for both benchmarks, we also adopted jackknife test, also named leave-one-out cross validation method [19] . The jackknife test has been widely utilized by researchers to evaluate the performance of various prediction methods and is also used in previous studies to evaluate the performance of the current two benchmarks [14] , [15] , [19] , [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] , [64] used in this study. Therefore, we use both k-fold and jackknife cross validation methods to compare the proposed method with the previous studies and state of art methods. Moreover, since the two benchmark datasets used in this study are multi-label problems, therefore in this paper first we report single-label classification measure and then we report multi-label classification measure. For single-label classification measure, we use (12) for all the subcellular location sites to report overall accuracy and use (16) Table IX .
For multi-label classification measure, we report overall locative accuracy and overall absolute accuracy. The overall (17) (18) where is the number of locative proteins, is the number of different proteins, if at least one subcellular locations of the i-th protein are correctly predicted, and 0 otherwise, if all the subcellular locations of the i-th protein are simultaneously predicted, and 0 otherwise. When all the subcellular locations of query protein are exactly predicted, then only the predicted results of query protein can be considered correct. Therefore the overall absolute accuracy is stricter than overall locative accuracy. A detailed explanation for single-label and multi-label performance measure is described in [19] , [74] . Using (17) and (18), we report overall locative accuracy as 84.8% and 85.4%; and, overall absolute accuracy as 85.16% and 86.3% for gram-positive and gram-negative benchmarks, respectively.
Since the proposed technique is a learning method that only utilizes physicochemical and evolutionary information, we can only compare this strategy with similar studies. There are some techniques that have been proposed recently in literature, however, these techniques incorporate functional domains and gene ontology information [3] , [8] , [14] , [15] , [19] . It is in general time consuming for newly extracted proteins to annotate and record in such a large database, therefore, it may not be possible to use such techniques for predicting the subcellular localization of these proteins. Nonetheless, incorporating functional information and gene ontology information will significantly improve the performance (example, predictors iLoc-Gpos [14] achieves 93% locative accuracy, Gpos-ECC-mPloc [19] achieves 94.4% locative accuracy and 94.02% absolute accuracy for gram-positive benchmark and for gram-negative benchmark, predictors iLoc-Gneg [15] achieves 93% locative accuracy, Gneg-ECC-mPloc [19] achieves 94.4% locative accuracy and 94.02% absolute accuracy). The proposed technique builds predicting model on the primary protein structure only, therefore, does not rely on functional information.
As demonstrated in a series of recent publications [58] , [60] , [62] , [75] [76] [77] [78] in developing new prediction methods, userfriendly and publicly accessible web-servers will significantly enhance their impacts [4] , we shall make efforts in our future work to provide a web-server for the prediction method presented in this paper.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have computed features from normalized PSSM matrix. The proposed technique uses the information embedded in original PSSM to construct a new normalized PSSM. The effectiveness of the proposed method was tested against features extracted from original PSSM and achieved results were compared with previous reported results, a very promising result has been obtained. For both the benchmarks, the proposed method has shown enhancement in the subcellular localization accuracy.
We reported highest accuracy of 89.8% for gram-positive dataset and 95.1% for gram-negative dataset using SVM classifier while using naïve Bayes classifier we reported highest sensitivity of 81% for gram-positive dataset and 82.9% for gram-negative dataset.
Our reported results in terms of overall accuracies are 0.7% and 5.4% better than previously reported results for gram-positive and gram-negative datasets, respectively. These enhancements highlight the effectiveness of the proposed method to explore the potential information embedded in the PSSM matrix.
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